Effects of Mental Activity on Hand Skill Rate Performance Ability among Second Grader Medical Students
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Abstract
Introduction: Determination of hand skill rate is thought to be important for the functional evaluation of nervous system. Therefore, hand skill performance monitoring could be a reliable measure for the effect of audio-visual medical teaching on central nervous system. The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of mental activity on the hand skill rate performance ability following one hour audio-visual medical teaching. Methods: Participants were 34 healthy screened right handed volunteers (19 female, 15 male, age between 18 - 22 years). Hand skill rate performance time was assessed by Annett’s peg moving task. Each participant repeated the task five times in a different time, before and after the lecture. Data were analyzed by statistical software package SPSS. Statistical significance level of p < 0.05 was considered to be significant. Results: Hand skill rate performance time value was not associated with the gender difference. Based on this result, statistical evaluation was performed without gender discrimination (n = 34). When the hand skill rate performance times of each hand were compared with the values obtained before and after lecture, it was found that hand skill rate performance times for both right and left hands were decreased in all subjects after the lecture. Conclusions: This study may suggest that attending an audio-visual medical teaching lecture and performing Annett’s peg moving test may both cause activation in the common areas of nervous system. This activation may lead a state of alertness on the students, which in turn affects hand skill rate performance time in a positive manner. Therefore, we may suggest placing laboratory sessions in the curriculum at least one hour following a theoretical lecture since this may lead to increasing the success and the practicability of the sessions.
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1. Introduction

Area for hand and fingers in the premotor cortex which is immediately anterior to the primary motor cortex is a region that is important for “hand skill” [1]. That is, when tumor or other lesions cause destruction in this area and hand movement becomes uncoordinated and nonpurposeful, a combination called motor apraxia [2]. Motor signals are transmitted directly from the cortex to the spinal cord through the corticospinal tract and indirectly through multiple accessory pathways that involved the basal ganglia, cerebellum and various nuclei of the brain stem. In general, direct pathways are concerned more with discrete and detailed movement, especially of distal segments of limbs, particularly hands and fingers [3]. The movement of distal segment of extremities, particularly fine complex movements of the hand and fingers, is believed to be directly related with cortex. These movements are fine motor activities [2]. That’s why the determination of the hand skill performances thought be important criterion in the evaluation of the function of central nervous system (CNS).

The measurement of hand skill rate performance time (HSRPT) could be a reliable measure for the effect of audio-visual medical teaching (AVMT) on CNS. We have not found any previously published data that examined the relation between mental activity and hand skill rate performance time ability (HSRPA) in medical students after AVMT. This point also attracted our attention to investigate on this subject.

2. Methods

This study was approved by Baskent University Institutional Review Board and Ethics Committee (Project no: KA13/58) and supported by Baskent University Research Fund. The aim and method of the study were explained in detail and informed consent was obtained for each subject. Participants were 34 healthy screened right handed volunteers 19 female (56%) and 15 male (44%) range between 18 - 22 years were included in the study. Individuals who voluntarily participated in this survey were not financially supported by any institute.

Recruitment: We explained to the students that if they have personal interest on the effects of following audio-visual medical teaching on their CNS by detecting their HSRPT, they should contact us for participating voluntarily for the survey. The volunteers were selected by questionnaire from 160 medical faculty students. The volunteers are expected to meet some certain requirements. The subjects with a history of systemic disease such as hypertension, diabetes mellitus, thyroid dysfunction, use of alcohol, coffee and cigarette addicts, sleepless and tired, heavy and constantly engaged in sports, drug users were excluded from the study [4]-[6]. We applied Annett’s peg moving task in healthy young students for the assessment HSRPT [6] [7]. The students were advised not to exercise such as ascending stairs, running etc. before the test. For this reason the tests were performed in the laboratory which was right opposite the classroom.

In each of application two assessments were performed for the same participant before and after AVMT at 10.00 and 11.00 a.m., respectively. The HSRPA measurements were performed to all subjects in the same condition by the Annett’s peg moving task apparatus [8]. The “Peg Moving Task” is a widely used method for the evaluation of motor functions of upper extremities, since Annett proposed for the first time in 1985 [9]. Since then the method has been accepted as an important tool for following up the hand skill development and its correlation with cognitive development in children [10]. In this study we used the original version of the test. In this test the tool consists of small board with two parallel slats, each containing 10 holes [9]. The participant was asked to transfer the pegs from one slat to other, in an order using one hand as fast as possible. The task duration was recorded by a stopwatch. The task was repeated five times with each hand, starting with dominant hand. The mean peg-moving time of successive trials of each hand was evaluated as HSR.

3. Statistics

Data were analyzed by statistical software package SPSS (version 17, Chicago, IL, USA). In this study, descriptive statistics for discrete and continuous variables (mean, standard deviation, standard error of mean, median, minimum, maximum, and number and percentage points) was given. In the case where one of the factors in factorial arrangement repeated “Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance” was applied. In cases where the assumption of sphericity provided “Greenhouse-Geisser” corrected degrees of freedom were evaluated using statistical methods. However, when multiple comparisons were held constant in the first type error probability of 0.05 is not sufficient for the program’s menus “Usage” functions using a multiple comparison tests “Bonferroni-Dunn test” was used. Statistical significance level of p < 0.05 was considered to be significant.
4. Results and Discussion

The demographic characteristics such as age, weight, height and body mass index (BMI) of the participants showed homogeneous distribution between groups. Mean ages, weights and heights were 20 ± 0.67 years, 61 ± 11.16 kg and 165 ± 7.39 cm, respectively in women whereas 20 ± 1.44 years, 79 ± 13.7 kg and 177 ± 6.13 cm in men. BMIs were calculated as 22 ± 3.14 in women and 25 ± 3.27 in men. Demographic characteristics of all participants are summarized and given separately for total and both sexes in Table 1.

HSRPA were compared in men and women and it was found that there was no statistically significant difference in between them (Figure 1). Therefore, it was accepted that gender difference was not an important factor in hand performance and then all the data were re-evaluated independent of sexes.

Before AVMT in all participants the mean right hand HSRPA was found 9.72 ± 0.83 s, while the left hand value was found 10.38 ± 0.20 s. This difference between right and left hands is statistically significant (p < 0.05). Similarly, after AVMT between right and left hands in HSRPA were also found 9.01 ± 0.69 s and 9.82 ± 1.21 s, respectively. This difference was also statistically significant (p < 0.05). Before and after AVMT HSRPA were 9.72 ± 0.83 s and 9.01 ± 0.69 s in right hand and 10.38 ± 0.20 s to 9.82 ± 1.21 s in left hand which were gain rapidity statistically significant (p < 0.05, Table 2).

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the participants (n = 34).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Properties</th>
<th>Female (n = 19)</th>
<th>Male (n = 15)</th>
<th>Total (n = 34)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (year)</td>
<td>20 ± 0.67</td>
<td>20 ± 1.44</td>
<td>20 ± 1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>61 ± 11.16</td>
<td>79 ± 13.7</td>
<td>69 ± 15.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>165 ± 7.39</td>
<td>177 ± 6.13</td>
<td>171 ± 9.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (BMI)</td>
<td>22 ± 3.14</td>
<td>25 ± 3.27</td>
<td>24 ± 3.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Annett HSR results for right and left hand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Right hand</th>
<th>Left hand</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSRPA before AVMT (s)</td>
<td>9.72 ± 0.83</td>
<td>10.38 ± 0.20</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSRPA after AVMT (s)</td>
<td>9.01 ± 0.69</td>
<td>9.82 ± 1.21</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Annett’s peg moving task results before and after audio-visual medical teaching lecture. Bar graphic compares the results of both hands and sexes. Statistical analysis showed that there was not a significant difference between genders (n = 19 in women and n = 15 in men, p > 0.05) (R/L stands for right/left).
5. Discussion

We have, in this study, not found any significant HSRPA difference between men and women participants. This finding is consistent with our earlier study [11] and the standard results that Annett has found previously [12]. Besides this, left hand HSRPA results were measured to be slower than right hand results in right handedness participants. This may be explained as the impacts of functionally frequent use of dominant hand. The studies experiencing the relation between laterality and motor ability suggest also that motor performance in dominant hand is better than non-dominant hand [11]-[13]. In this perspective, it may be suggested that somebody’s HSRPA is better discussed if evaluated and compared based on dominant hand’s results.

The aim of this study was to investigate the impacts of mental activity such as attending a lecture on hand skills. The results showed that HSRPA performed after AVMT increases significantly. Our previous study suggests that short term motor activity has a positive effect on HSRPA. Similarly, the current study may support the conclusion that mental activity may have positive effects on hand skill performance since HSRPA becomes quicker in participants after attending a 50 min AVMT lecture.

Being an active student and trying to follow a lecture by heart are a complex performance. This, in general, implicitly consists of many activities such as listening the lecturer, following visual materials of figures and writings on the screen/board, trying to correlate presented information with the information stored in short/long term memory, transforming the given written/verbal information into thought, taking note and storing new information into memory. All these activities to function properly the following special areas in the brain must be active; primary and secondary auditory cortex, primary and secondary visual cortex, hippocampus, Broca’s area, Wernicke’s area, head rotation area, voluntary eye movement field etc. [2]. Increased mental activities in turn lead the related synapses in CNS increasing synaptic transmission.

There are serial successive actions performed during Annett’s peg moving task. These may be summarized as grasping the peg by hand, assessing the distance at which the peg is out of hole, taking the peg out of hole, looking at the hole on the other side to localize it that the peg is to be put in, to move to peg towards the hole on the other side and put it into the hole. During these actions there may be new interactions that must be programmed in accordance with, are visual, auditory and other sensory feedback information.

All these motor functions are accomplished by not only the proper functioning of motor system but also the nervous system. Some of the areas in nervous system serving this movement are area for hand skills, motor cortex, primary and secondary auditory cortex, primary and secondary visual cortex, hippocampus, Broca’s area, Wernicke’s area, head rotation area, voluntary eye movement field, basal ganglia, thalamus and lateral area of cerebellum. The fine motor activities of hand and fingers may only be achieved by the synchronous functioning of all these structures [2].

In the previous paragraphs we have emphasized on that the same neural areas become activated during an AVMT lecture and Annett’s peg moving task. The idea, rooted in neural network theory, holds that aging results from the random breaking of “links,” resulting in diminished reaction times [14]. On the contrary, the increased reaction times or performances may result from the creation of new “links” between neurons. In this case, we may, theoretically, explain the increase in HSRPA performance by the new links established during the lecture [15]. Beside this the gradual increase in HSRPA performance during successive test repeats before the lecture may point out the importance of the impacts of short time memory on peg moving task. On the other hand, the over activated common neural areas during the lecture does not let short time memory causing any further increase in hand performance in the successive test repeats after lecture. If this is so, the foresight that the audio-visual education stimulate CNS intensively, may be accepted as a logical approach.

We believe that almost all of the neural circuits which are in relation with the event are activated during high level intensive mental activity. This has reminded us the well-known and well described response of striated muscles to a maximal and supra maximal stimulus [2]. Striated muscle stimulated by a maximal stimulus does not response further to a supramaximal stimulus. The process of bringing more motor units into play is called recruitment or multiple motor units (MMU) summation [16]. This is seen not just in artificial stimulation, but is part of the way the nervous system behaves naturally to produce physiological response in neuromuscular system. The same physiological mechanisms in the process of intensive audio-visual theoretical medicine courses may reflect recruitment the fact that it can develop in CNS and we could be able to explain our findings. Subsequent research will throw light on this subject.
6. Conclusion

This study may suggest that attending an audio-visual lecture and performing Annett peg moving test may both cause activation in the common areas of nervous system. And this activation may lead a state of alertness on the students, which in turn affects HSRPA in a positive manner. Therefore, we may suggest placing laboratory and/or application sessions in the curriculum at least one hour following a theoretical lecture since this may lead to increasing the success and the practicability of the sessions.
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